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Van der Linden en Veldhuis
Insulation for the industry.
READ MORE
Van der Linden & Veldhuis provides thermal, acoustic and fire-resistant insulation for the industry. It offers advice,
design, construction and installation for both new construction as well as maintenance of existing insulation.

Innovative and reliable

Van der Linden & Veldhuis cherishes two main principles: innovation and reliability. With a continued focus on
making its products more effective, more durable and more functional, it constantly wants to increase the
technological and economic benefits of insulation for its customers. With in-depth specialist knowledge in the field of
insulation that can have a significant impact on the prevention of unnecessary energy loss and associated costs as
well as on CO2 emissions. The Linden & Veldhuis calculates how much its customers can save per year, and how
much time they will need to recover the investment in insulation.
Van der Linden & Veldhuis is part of the G+H Group, which also belongs to VINCI, one of the largest European
players in this field, and with 110 employees it serves the Dutch and partly the Belgian market from Vlaardingen,
Sas van Gent and Wormerveer.

Specialist for all branches of the industry
Industrial insulation is a broad specialism. It keeps energy processes manageable. This vital significance and the
major economic interests which are thus at stake, require an equally high level of expertise of the insulation
company. Van der Linden & Veldhuis deliberately opts for the position of specialist in the broadest sense of the
word.

> Visit the website



Van der Linden & Veldhuis serves customers in all branches of the industry. From the (petro) chemical, electricity,
oil and gas, power, transportation, (tank) storage, ship building industries to steel and aluminium, pharmaceuticals
and non-residential construction.
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